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GENERIC PATIENTS PROFILE IN OMNICELL 
STANDARDIZATION – OMNICELL 
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Starting Jan 6, 2022 

 NICU and Medical Imaging (T1) will have new 
generic patient profiles to remove medication from 
Omnicell.  This is used instead of creating a temporary 
patient when patient identifiers are unknown.  

 NICU: *unknown baby, NICUT2A 
           *unknown baby, NICUT2B (etc.) 
Medical Imaging (T1): *unknown pt, Med Imaging 

 

KEY PRINCIPLES 
 Whenever possible, use patient from the patient list to remove medications (not available in MI) 
 If patient is unavailable but specific patient information is known (including name and one additional 

identifier including DOB or MRN), continue to create a temporary patient with known details 
 When no information is available, but preparation of the medication in advance is necessary, use the new 

generic patient profile instead of creating a new non-specific temporary patients.  Narcotics and BOTS are 
not to be removed under this profile. 

 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 
1. AUTOMATED DISPENSING CABINETS – MEDICATION REMOVAL AND ADMINISTRATION 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   

http://shop.healthcarebc.ca/phsa/BCWH_2/Pharmacy,%20Therapeutics%20and%20Nutrition/C-0506-12-62516.pdf
http://policyandorders.cw.bc.ca/
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/index.htm#t=CST_Cerner_Help.htm
https://transformationcentral.vch.ca/cw
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